
Toe of frog and wool of bat - it's time

to be scary!

Thankfully, this list of ingredients, written by Shakespeare for Macbeth, is unlikely to be found in the local
supermarket in Portugal. Maybe this is why we see less witches around most times of the year. However, this
weekend will be different as it's time for Portugal to dress up, become spooky and celebrate Halloween (dia
das bruxas).

Portuguese families love nothing more than dressing up and having some fun. Much like the Carnival, if you
don't join in, you are in the minority. Little devils, ragged zombies, bloody vampires and howling ghosts will be
heading to school or parading around town. Most of the time these ghouls are after some goodies so be sure
to have some provisions in your pockets or you could be cursed.

Pumpkins are carved, candles are lit and houses become covered in sticky cobwebs and plastic spiders.
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The streets smell of roasted chestnuts, the clocks change and winter has started.

If you are planning to visit Portugal over this period then do not fear. OliveHomes.com has it covered with extra
sweets in the office, garlic necklaces and a few Proton Packs. We will make sure your property search goes to
plan and to be on the safeside we'll avoid our haunted houses!

"If there's something strange...in the neighborhood.... who you gonna call.....OliveHomes.com"

Property Of The Week

Refurbished 3 bedroom apartment in the Hilton area of Vilamoura

This property is monstrously good value! 3 bed in Vilamoura - fully renovated for just €345,000.
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